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“How did you do that, Mr. Hitchcock?”
François Truffaut interviewing Alfred Hitchock, 1962
With this paper I want to share how I am using SDR and associated technology for HF monitoring. This is not to show who has
the real stones, but just a collection of some tentative ideas, based
on just my experiences.
Things have changed dramatically since I started shortwave listening
in the late 1960s. There had been several steps of progress during the
last 50 years, with software-defined radios SDRs being the most disruptive of all. It’s already ten years from now that RFSpace’s SDR-14
as the very first real SDR (i.e.: sampling or digitizing the HF spectrum right from the antenna) appeared on the market.
Despite of the enormous potential of this technology, the market
developed quite slowly. In recent decades amateur radio as the biggest market for receivers and transceivers closely followed the professionals. This abruptly stopped with the advent of SDRs: The big
Japanese companies didn’t and still don’t embrace SDR technology.
As most ham radio magazines heavily rely on the revenues from
their advertisement, the new technology of mere individuals or
Start-up companies didn’t get the attention it deserves. Even after
ten years, articles and literature about how to use SDRs is quite rare.

Free, at last
The most important change of SDRs means de-coupling monitoring from time and frequency.
Before the advent of cheap recorders, monitoring had to stick
to one channel listened to at real time. SDR technology breaks the
barrier of both frequency and time. This is a unique change of paradigm and a big leap forward in monitoring.
On the following pages I will give some examples on how I make
use of this technology on the field of Utility DXing. I try to go down
into some detail to make things easy for you. Additionally, you will
find more information about e.g. decoders, monitoring of parallel
channels etc. “in the web” – and some even on my website …
As a firm believer in the saying “One picture says more than
1.000 words”, you will find some hopefully instructive screenshots
with enlightening captions. They had been prepared very carefully
to contain as much explaining information as possible – and they
have to be “read” accordingly.
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Overview
First, I will give an overview on how the whole thing generally works.
If you are an experienced DXer, you probaly have to read only this
chapter. Then I will go into more detail, for the rest of us.

Antenna
Nothing has changed since the early era of wireless: The antenna
should be efficient and installed in some distance to local sources of
interference – including your PC! Small active antennas and even
the very small Miniwhip© of PA0RDT are proven performers.

Figure 1: In hoc signo vincens – this icon is your key to win and control a
whole new world of HF.

Receiver
Any real (i.e. sampling HF right from the antenna) SDR will do it.
As I write this in mid-2016, State-of-the-Art is ELAD’s FDM-S2
with 16 bit resolution and an alias-free range of about 5 MHz. This
results in a dynamic range of about 100 dB plus recording and
playing “as live” a band of 5 MHz. Other SDRs are due to appear.
Computer
It should be an able PC. RAM and hard disk capacity: more is more,
and more is better. One hour of a 5 MHz recording will take about
85 GB of your hard disk. You’ll scratch terabyte regions much more
quickly than you imagine! External hard disks are good to store your
recordings – after having them recorded on the internal hard disk.
This reduces stuttering and drops.
Software
Most SDRs come with their own software. It’s sometimes of just
limited use, but often a real and very much welcomed performer.
This is especially true for ELAD’s software which is not only powerful but also intuitive to use and nice to look at.
Nevertheless, for my purposes I mostly use SDR Console v2.3
– a free genius for e.g. recording, playing and analyzing. Its Data
File Analyser makes it indispensible for State-of-the-Art monitoring, as you soon will see.
Decoder
Here Sorcerer is a no-brainer. It’s free, truly professional, offering
many modes on which you can expect open (i.e.: not encrypted)
traffic, allows many instances plus many modes in parallel of one
instance and is easy to use. There is also other free or cheap software
around for e.g. some modes in the aeronautical and maritime field.
A special recommendation is deserved by MultiPSK with strong decoders for a wide range of modes.
Overview
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Let’s start!
I recommend monitoring by using recorded files. You can play them
“like live” so that you may repeat them over and over again with
ever changing parameters. If you don’t have special tasks but just
want to walk around on HF, just have a look on the prevailing ionosphere conditions.
Specify the centre frequency (e.g. 11,0 MHz), the range (e.g.
6,1 MHz which will result in ±2,5 MHz of an alias-free band) plus
start and length of recording.
After the recording is finished, it can be played “like live”.
I prefer to visualize the whole recording – or parts of it – by a
so-called “sonagram” (wrongly also dubbed “waterfall diagram”). It
shows each activity in the selected window of time and frequency.
You can click a signal, and play it. “File Data Analyser”, a module
of SDR Radio.Com will do this job.
If you have a recording of say 6 MHz over six hours, you will be
surely overwhelmed by the signals. This will give a good overview,
but it’s a good idea to cut the recording and its visual interpretation
(i.e. the sonagram) into more digestible pieces. For Utility DXing,
I recommend a format of: one pixel per second (height of the sonagram) and one pixel per 100 Hz (width of the sonagram).
For practical reasons, I use chunks of 1 MHz length and 3 hours
width, 10.000 x 10.000 pixel. This may change to your needs, your
display and the power of your PC. In the beginning you should opt
for a more detailed view to get a clue on the meaning of the signs
on the sonagram. After some practicing, you should more easily distinguish e.g. SSB voice from ALE, and FSK from PSK.
In most cases the demodulator of the File Data Analyser module
will be just fine. But you will go for the player of the basic software
when it comes to difficult signals where you have to control AGC.
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Real time Monitoring
All said above focuses on recorded files. In my view this strategy provides the most efficient way for monitoring sporadic activity over a
wide range of frequency and time. In some cases, however, real time
monitoring has its merits. This is true for continuously monitoring
known channels of a known mode.
For example: Monitoring a couple of channels where you find
ALE, HFDL or DSC activity. Here you just have to do the setup,
and eventually harvest the results from your decoders. By this method you may get 40.000+ decoded messages in 24 hours – as with
HFDL. The secret here is “parallel decoding”. It works like time
lapse – the more parallel decoders, the faster, the more efficient.

Figure 2: All had been prepared for recording here.

Recording

First, you have to record the band you want – see Figures 2 to 4. This
GUI let you control e.g. start and duration of the recording. It also
shows how much space your hard disk offers. Recording in done
by automatically chained files of 2,048 gigabyte each.
Dont forget to center in on the VFO frequency before starting
the recording!
After the start all goes fine. Working with bandwidth of 6 MHz
or even more is quite an effort for your PC. If it is not fast enough,
there are dropouts in the recording. Try it with a smaller bandwidth,
then. Try out also if your PC accepts parallel work during recording. Some powerful PCs allow for that, some not. Any automatically Windows update will stop the recording, while retaining the
already recorded files of this session. It’s a good idea to switch the
PC off from the internet during recording.
After recording you have a pile of files in the destination folder. In the next step we want to build up the heart of our technique,
the sonagram.
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Strategies
Soon you will have to develop a strategy to stroll within the sonagram
– at least when you have decoded the same signal for the third time,
again thinking of it as “a new one”. Here are some general strategies:
• Horizontal: You screen a window of the whole sonagram systematically, e.g. from left to right in a first step, and in a second
step from bottom to top. This gives you an overview and to let
you dig out signals on unknown channels.
• Vertical: If you have found a signal, or even know a channel, you
follow it according to time. This is a particular strong strategy to
follow all users of a network on one channel. Or to explore just
sporadic activity (e.g. radio checks) on a channel.
• Signal History: Draws signal strength vs. time. From the diagram
you might see the schedule and/or when the station is strongest.
Set the scaling of the sonagram so that you just can see signals which
are just a bit too weak to decode. Often enough, they will (partly)
decode contrary to expectations.

Documentation
Over short or long you surely want to document and to share the
results of your monitoring. As far as I know, there is no perfect software available off shelf. SIGINT’s Harvester will be one, once available in their new version.
Until then use spreadsheet or database software. LibreOffice is
a free one, whereas MS Access and especially MS Excel may already
stay on your PC as part of the office bundle. I prefer FileMaker because it also accepts multimedia files, and can be used on a Mac as
well. If you share your results – and you should! – your documentation should reflect at least by large the standard set up UDXF and
used in their Log’s Column.
Documentation may also include audio, screenshots and videos. Demodulated audio should be saved in a lossless format, as in
these days you should have plenty of memory available (e.g. on an
USB stick).
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Miscellanea
You need a truly digital connection between receiver output and decoder input. There are several virtual soundcards around, I strongly
recommend VAC. You will also use some audio recorder for documenting your good hunting. Free Audacity will do a very good
job. Lossless saving is best, but MP3 will do it for speech and some
slower modes.
You will need logging software, some spreadsheet or database
may do the job. LibreOffice is a free solution, whereas FileMaker
also keeps multimedia like audio, video and PDFs.
Surely, you will need some friends to share your results with,
and to answer questions. Utility DX Forum UDXF is the first address. Their newsgroup also offers a monthly collection of all logs.

Figure 3: During recording …

Figure 4: … recorded files.
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.XML Files: Build up the Sonagram!
Next step is to build up the “living sonagram”. This simply is a window through which you see the recorded files, or just a part of them.
See the following Figures 5 to 9 for a step-by-step instruction.
The size of this windows is defined by an XML file. My suggestion is, to first do an XML file over the whole recording with 10.000
x 10.000 pixel (frequency x time). By this you get a first overview
about signals, (local) interference, conditions, possible dropouts,
distortion etc.
You should limit the frequency range to the alias-free band, in
this case up to 5 MHz. Hence, you get a frequency resolution of
500 Hz/pixel. This is enough for broadcast stations, but often is too
coarse for data signals.
Time-wise, you get a resolution of roughly 1 second/pixel at a
recording time over three hours.
For reasons, I don’t know, 10.000 x 10.000 pixel seems also be
the limit of my hardware to directly play from this sonagram. Greater width or height, and the software will stuck or crash.
Try out the limits of your hardware. They maybe tighter, the
same or even wider.
After you got an overview, you should produce other XML files
from the same stock of recorded files. You can freely define centre
frequency, frequency range, time span and other data. You may follow e.g. specific bands (aero, maritime, amateur radio …) or divide

the whole recording into XML files of 1.000 kHz width with 100
Hz/pixel resolution and three hours with around 1 s/pixel resolution to find new or out-of band stations.
It can take a bit time to build up the XML files. Speed depends
on your hardware, a CUDA graphic card helps a lot as this software
uses its power for number crunching.
Once having built up the XML files, the resulting sonagram
will appear very fast.
Each XML file refers to the recorded files. An XML file ist just a
“viewer”, and does not contain all the HF information! This is important to know if you are transferring your data to an external hard
disk. You can start your XML file also from there (USB 3.0 helps),
but be prepared to change the drive letter of this hard disk according to what the XML file directs to.
Another solution: Transfer your HF files first to your hard disk
and produce the XML files in this configuration.
Direct writing to an external hard disk may be possible or may
result in dropouts. I prefer the internal hard disk for the recording, and transferring these data to a folder on an external hard disk.
Each longer and wider recording will produce 100s of gigabytes. Soon you will reach terabyte(s) dimensions. This calls for a
good system of naming folders and XML files. Otherwise you will
get drowned in data.
Figure 6: With all data having been invoked/filled in, click “Analyze” to start buildig up the sonagram.
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Figure 5: To start building up the sonagram: Open module “SDR Data File Analyser” (1), open “New” in this window (2), click “Select” (3), browse to first
file of the recording session you want to make a sonagram of (4).
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Figure 7: The sonagram builds up which may take a while.

.XML Files: Build up the Sonagram!
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Figure 10: Call the XML file you want, and you are presented with this flight deck.
Figure 8: Sonagram finished! Don’t forget to save this XML file.
In the next step, you might edit (Menue bar: “Edit”) this XML file to seperate it into smaller bits of, say, 1 MHz width and 3 hours height. Refer to Figure 6
of this paper and change the data you want.

Play!
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Figure 9: You can invoke each saved XML file from the “Open” icon of the
menue bar. Just browse within your files, click onto one, and the sonagram of it builds up within seconds.
This Figure shows a possible file structure: First you see the file name as
the software suggests it – (Project) stands for XML file.
The first entry is the XML file of the complete sessions. Then 1 MHz bits of
this file follow, each marked by its centre frequency of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10
[MHz] respectively.
The file name ending (TUR_ALE) marks a sonagram of just one channel
only, see Figure 15.

On the last pages we have laid solid ground for our main activity:
Monitoring, State of the-Art.
Just call the XML file you want to screen, and you are presented
with all controls at hand, see Figure 10 above. Please “read” this Figure carefully. It should answer most of your question and will work
as signposts leading you into the right direction.
See Figure 11 for a more detailed look to all control in the Player window. Some remarks:
• Most topics do have a drop-down menue. So you can e.g. change
Mode, Audio Level etc.
• The demodulated output in this case goes to Virtual Audio Cable #49. The output of this VAC #49 is connected to the inputs
of decoders. So they get the digital data stream without further
conversion, and additional noise and distortion. Via VAC’s Audio Repeater, also the loudspeaker is connected (Figure 12). You
may find another solution, as this is just mine.
• You may change the step of the mouse wheel for fine tuning.
You may also activate a “snap” function which is especially handy
as it rounds the frequency of the station you click onto in the
sonagram to e.g. full 1 kHz or full 500 Hz. Most utility station
work in this grid.
• Although you may tailor the high pass of your filter also by
mouse, you cannot do that with the low pass filter (bug). Use
the drop-down menue instead.
• It’s really comfortable to record the audio. The software offers
WMA and WAV. In both cases, the software automatically assigns the actual frequency plus date and time (both of your recording, not that on the original recording). WAV is more widely
uses now. The audio can then be cut etc. with e.g. free Audacity
software. You should also reduce the 48.000 Hz sampling rate
to e.g. 11.000 Hz with bandwidths up to about 5 kHz.

Figure 11: Most controls of the “Play” window do have pop-up help and/
or pull-down menues. They are almost self-explanatory. See text in the left
column of this page for some hints.

Figure 12: VAC’s Audio
Repeater guides the audio from VAC #49 to the
loudspeaker.
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Strategies
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Video 1: This 2:50 video shows using the sonagram and consists of two parts:
Part 1 shows how to open an XML file, to scroll it horizontally and vertically, and to stroll between some aero channels
Part 2 shows how to decode three ALE signals (also pictured above).

Figure 15: Vertical strategy notes a first signal at e.g. near the start of the
sonagram and follows this channel vertically, along time.
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Figure 13: Basic operation is like this: See a signal (left), click onto it. It will
appear in the demodulations window (bottom, midlle) and can be decoded by Sorcerer software (top, center).

Figure 14: Footprints and scale: On the left you see a signal with a visual
frequency resolution of lower than 500 Hz/pixel. Under the magnifyer of
the “Zoom” function it not only turned out an ALE signal, but made also
visible a pilot tone which marks LSB instead of USB. The signal originates
from VX6, a station of the Venezuelan Navy.
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“Strategy” might be a big word for Utility DXing as just a hobby.
It may be more applicable to professional monitoring. Having said
this, let us call the method of screening a sonagram a “strategy”.
How you get your information out of this sonagram? Here there
is some proven strategy above the basics (see Figure 13 for them):
• You should develop some practice in reading the “footprint”
of a signal (Figure 14). Within short time, you will distinguish
between ALE, SSB, CW and possibly other modes. It depends
a bit on the resolution. The better, the better are the results. A
coarse resolution will give a good overview, but to distinguish
e.g. an ALE footprint from one of a Panther-H footprint (of
seven consecutive bursts) may be difficult. As the specific footprints changes with resolution, you should stick to just a small
set of resolutions (e.g. the here much celebrated “100 Hz/pixel
width and 1 s/pixel length” ) of the sonagram.
• I made the experience that it is more effiecient to concentrate on
one mode only during each screening than to jump to each and
every signal. It matches at least my pattern recognition best. You
may make other experiences, follow your most efficient path.
• Also I made the experience, that - especially with voice - it’s good
to stick to one service at a time, i.e. maritime or aero. Soon you
will be “living in the situation”, as the professionals say, and you
even might experience a tip of Mihályi Csíkszentmihályi’s “flow”
phenomenon, enhancing both fun and results.
• I mostly prefer the “vertical strategy” of screening through a sonagram, Figure 15. That is: find a signal at/near start or end of the
sonagram, and follow this channel versus time. So you get used
to the “mood” of a station or in these, participating in a network.
This is especially true for voice. Get used to the operator of e.g.
Mumbai Aero and refrain to hop from his voice to CENAMER Radio in Spanish, Workuta Radio in Russian or the each
different tatses of English of Bodo Radio, Kinloss Rescue and
Niamey Radio …
• All rules live by their exceptions. Experience comes from theory,
some reflections and practice. Sapere aude!

Figure 16: “Signal” function provides a graph of the signal strenght within one channel over time. This maybe helpful to “see” schedules as in this Figure,
fade-in, fade-out and also sign off to possibly make place for another station on the same channel.

Strategies
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Figure 19: Not that cool, but always a good starter – a spreadsheet of one of these office bundles like EXCEL of Microsoft Office (above) or CALC of free
LibreOffice.

Documentation, or: Collect Your Trophies!
As “documentation” has the smell of red tape and dusty offices, you
should see each log as a trophy of your monitoring. OK, not each
log may be a twelve-pointer or one of the Big Five. But its a good
idea to document (most of ) your logs.
It’s time-consuming and dry. But after a while you will get an
eye for schedules, nets and behaviors. Almost certainly this will enhance your knowledge and your further DXing. On the other hand,
sharing your logs is a highly welcomed bycatch of your monitoring. The community needs you as you even more need the enormous knowledge which had been collected by the contributors of
e.g. UDXF over the last decades.
If you have some years of logs, you will also notice that a seemingly closed net might pop up again. Spare parts have been delivered, a broken antenna repaired or the like. Nothing unusual on HF.
How to log? I recommend a spreadsheet or a data base software.
Be prepared for more than 1.000 or even several 10.000 entries after
some time of active monitoring.
Frequency, call sign and station’s name, mode, date and time of
reception and some detailes should be written down. Take care that
you can search and sort your entries according to as many criteria
as possible. Have a look on how other people present their logs.
You may also want to collect audio recordings of remarkable
receptions. Take me: I cannot resist to do a recording of e.g. Nadi
Aero from Fiji or an ALE call from the Juan Fernández Islands. If
you hear a NATO station warning Libyan ships to departure – this
surely is an event to be recorded.
You may also make a collection of different modes, how they
sound, what their footprint (sonagram) might be.
From my own exasperating experience: better start small but
start, than try to create the super-duper database over which you
forget to monitor and to report. The Figures show just two examples.

Figure 17: Infedility (to vertical screening) may pay off: Here seven more or less identical patterns in a stairway-like arrangement caught my interest. I
abandoned from “vertical strategy” to decode these signals as all coming from TSCP, which is US Army, Kosovo Force [KFOR, Multi National Battle GroupEast, Southern Command Post [the “SCP” in the call sign] at Camp Bondsteel near Ferizaj in Kosovo. Puuuhh …

•

•

•

•

Bandwidth: Tailor your bandwidth for a good signal-to-noise
and signal-to-interference ratio. However, I made the experience
that a bit more bandwidth will lead to better decoding – maybe
thanks to reduced distortion.
The demodulator of the Data File Analyser module works fine
for 95% of all cases. In some cases you need more, e.g. AGC off,
especially in 2-way communications where both station have different levels. ARQ is always a good candidate for that and largely benefits from AGC off – but don’t overdrive! Simply use the
play function of the main module of the software, see Figure 18.
Decoders are different, offer fewer or more modes, and the same
mode may perform (much) better on one decoder than on another. They have different price tags, too. Sometimes you have
to combine some techniques plus feeding an high-end decoder
with the signal – see also Figure 18.
Try it another day, another time!
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Figure 18: When Katamaran
“Amarula” (ZDEY6) fetched
mails from SailMail Alofi/Nieu
Island (ZKN2SM, both amid
the Pacific Ocean) in PACTOR-III, this poses several difficulties to decode the faint
signal. So it was demodulated with the main module of
the software with AGC off (a),
and with high-end decoder
Wavecom W-PC (b). Sorcerer
had come to its limits in this
case.

Figure 20: FileMaker is a database software, running on Mac and WIndows. It is easy to make templates. And, above all, it takes also multi media like audio and screenshots, as shown above.
Last but not least it seems fool-proof. Just the right piece of software for
me.
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Successful Decoding – Some Hints
Sometimes even known signal won’t decode. There can be many
reasons for that, and some cures:
• Don’t overdrive your decoder! A weaker signal may decode, an
overdriven not.
• Simply repeat it. There may have occured even unheard hickups
in your system which puzzled the decoder.
• Try to find a better signal of this station in the channel, i.e.
scroll up or down.
• Change the frequency ±250 Hz in steps of 50 Hz (or even smaller). This may help with interference, selective fading and some
offset of the transmitter.
• Change sideband. This may especially help with ALE signals.
Whereas most of them are transmitted in USB, some are sent
out in LSB. Switch your demodulator accordingly.
• ICAO selcals are transmitted in USB with carrier. Reception in
AM will give more reliable results than in USB.

Documentation, or: Collect Your Trophies!
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Figure 21: Here five PC-ALE decoder have been connected to five different channels and are busily collecting messages. In the top right decoder you
just see an active signal on 10.175 kHz (eight red bars, one for each ALE tone).

Live Monitoring
Although I am a strong advocate for working with recorded files,
also live monitoring deserves a vital role in Utility DXing. Whenever you have to monitor one or many known distinctive channels,
this technique is absolutely unbeatable. I strongly recommend it
for automatically decoding data channels with ALE an almost ideal
candidate for this task. Also HFDL surely qualifies for that, as does
NAVTEX/DSC.
Core of the idea is to setup many channels plus the matching
instances of decoders. Let all run for some hours or even a day –
and just harvest! I was surprised to get more than 40.000 messages
when I used three receivers and nearly 30 decoders in parallel on
HFDL frequencies during 24 hours. This is massive stuff and shows
how active HF is in these days. As I had outlined this technique into
some detail in other papers on my website, here just a case study:
By screening through recorded files, I identified five especially
busy ALE channel of a Turkish network. I set up the receiver and five
instances of PC-ALE decoder software accordingly and let this combo ran for twelve hours. Then I processed all 676 messages to analyze
how many of their 81 provinces I got, how they follow propagation,
what strategy they use when switching from channel to channel etc.
Five channels and one receiver is a good start which can be
largely extended.

Figure 24: After the monitoring session you just have to harvest the results. First, I copied them into a word processor (see above no more than just a
snippet), then transferred it into a spreadsheet to apply some statistics on the data to e.g. see the structure of the net.

Figure 22: Before that, the receiver has been prepared with five demodulators, one for each channel within a 6 MHz bandwidth.
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Figure 23: Each demodulator
is showing up in the panorama view of the receiver.
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Figure 25: To do so, you have to have also in mind propagation. By this you can distinguish e.g. between “no activity,
but propagation” and “no propagation, so may be active or not”. At no surprise, the frequency distribution of this session largely reflects propagation from Central Turkey to Germany. So it may be a good guess that this net is sounding
24/7.

Live Monitoring
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